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Please click here to see a flash video of The Physics Of Information Transfer  

http://www.nutrienergetics.com/media/physics.html 

 

 

The NES system identifies distortions within the human body-field, a dynamic web of 

interrelations among the physiological processes that the body must perform as well as 

fields of emotions and consciousness. The body-field, the master control system, is in 

constant interaction with the environment, influenced by and responding to geopathic 

stress, magnetic fields, toxins, and stress.   

Peter Fraser, has found that the loss of homeostasis, the breakdown of the body's ability 

for self-correction is an intricate interplay of almost infinite parameters. What allowed 

Fraser to uncover the structure of the body-field and to "match" function with 

information flow was the realization that, despite what geneticists and biochemists might 

think, the body does not have one "correct" state of being, although there is an optimal 

preference. While there are some functions of the body that must be maintained within 

extremely precise parameters, most have flexibility built into them. NES has begun to 

unravel this web of relationships and to understand the "optimal" preferences for the flow 

of information, and is continuing ongoing research in these areas.   

  

Note to Practitioners 

If you are interested in using the NES ProVision in your practice, please Contact Us for a 

live or online demonstration.  We are assisting other practitioner’s to add this modality to 

their practice.  NES ProVision stands behind your goals to help others heal and provides 

full training and continued support with software updates.  We would be happy to share 

our testimonials with you.   

 

http://www.nutrienergetics.com/media/physics.html


 

 This NES Health body-field 

primer, written by the founders 
of NES, discusses ProVision, 

theory, practice, application to 
wellness, and the history of NES. 

 

 
Disclaimer 
NES Health (NES) - ProVision does not diagnose, cure, prevent or treat disease but assesses the Human-Bodyfield. If you 

have a medical condition or concern, please consult the appropriate healthcare professional. NES and its claims have not 

been evaluated by any government agency or regulatory organization 


